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We consider the influence of thermal expansion and of the relaxation processes in the establishment of 
thermodynamic equilibrium on the attainment of the threshold condition for y amplification in a system of 
excited short-lived Mossbauer nuclei. It is shown that at an initial crystal temperature T 2 K the 
threshold condition is not attainable because of the inhomogeneous Doppler line broadening due to the y -  
laser working-medium linear thermal expansion by the heat released in the pumping and by the absorption of 
the energy of conversion electrons and of the resonant y quanta. At infralow temperatures T < lO-'-lO-' K 
the phonon-electron and phonon-phonon relaxation times can exceed the lifetime of the excited states of the 
nuclei. As a result, the activation and emission of the nuclei will proceed more rapidly than the heating and 
linear thermal expansion of the sample, so that the attainment of the threshold condition for y amplification 
in a system of polarized Mossbauer nuclei is feasible in principle. 

PACS numbers: 76.80. + y 

An exhaustive analysis of various y-laser models of the line width i s  denoted by r*, then a t  1 = l,, the cri-  
makes it possible to specify concretely the lasing con- tical rate of change of the temperature is determined by 
ditions, a s  well a s  the parameters of the working isotope the condition 
and of the pump. This stimulates in final analysis ex- Tt*=r'c/vr ( T ) l  ~h . (1) 
perimental research in this field. In this art icle we es- 
timate the temperature regime of the operating medium where c i s  tl. 

resonant tral of a y laser using short-lived Mo'ssbauer isotopes ( r  - 
le speed of light and v is the frequency of the 
nsition. 

- sec) in the pumping and emission processes, In the y-laser models of Refs. 1-3, appreciable cool- 
and demonstrate that the ra te  of change of the tempera- ing of the working medium i s  proposed, but since the 
ture with time, T ,  =aT/a t  influences substantially the relaxation processes in a solid slow down with decreas- 
possibility of realizing the laser process. ing temperature, and the characteristic lasing time is of 

The dependence of the resonant gain on the tempera- 
ture was considered earl ier  only from the point of view 
of the "static" action of the heating, i.e., of the inhomo- 
geneous and homogeneous temperature broadenings of 
the spectral lines' and of the decrease of the probability 
f of the Massbauer effect with increasing temperature.' 
However, the sample temperature varies with time be- 
cause of the heating of the laser working medium by the 
pumping a s  well a s  by absorption of the energy of the 
conversion-electron and of the resonant y quanta upon 
decay of the excited nuclei. The linear thermal expan- 
sion causes a relative motion of the nuclei with velocity 

the order of the lifetime of the short-lived transitions, 
we must, before proceeding to estimate the influence of 
thermal deformations on the possibility of lasing, an- 
swer the following question: can heating and thermal 
expansion of the crystal  take place within a time of the 
order of r? 

In the case of sufficiently pure metals, the principal 
mechanism whereby the electron-gas energy i s  trans- 
ferred to the lattice i s  the electron-phonon interaction. 
Heating of the sample by absorption of the energy of 
conversion electrons and of x-ray and y quanta i s  ef- 
fected entirely via this mechanism. The time of establish- 
ment of thermodynamic equilibrium in the system made . . 
up of the electron gas  and the lattice i s  characterized 

where y ( T )  i s  the thermal-expansion coefficient and 1 is 
by the phonon-electron relaxation time Since the the distance between nuclei. The corresponding Doppler 
relaxation of the phonon distribution function to an equil- shift of the frequency leads to an inhomogeneous broad- 
ibrium form is determined also by the phonon-phonon ening of the emission line and to a decrease of the gain. 
relaxation time T##, it is obvious that these two parame- Since noticeable lasing i s  possible only if the active me- t e r s  a r e  the ones that characterize the time of establish- 

dium i s  extensive enough, the gain length must be larg- 
ment of an equilibrium crystal temperature. 

e r  than or of the order of the length l,, of the photoab- 
sorption of the resonant y quanta. If the threshold value In the quasiharmonic approximation, the process of 
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thermal expansion of solids can be  described in the fol- 
lowing manner: The violation of the thermal equilibrium 
in the phonon system leads to a change of the lattice 
free-energy function F(w,), and this causes also a 
change in the volume V of the body, in order that the 
corresponding variation of the phonon-mode energy 
t iw, lead to satisfaction of the thermodynamic-equilibri- 
um condition (8F/8V)T = 0. The end result  of this chain 
of transformations is the establishment of new equilib- 
rium values of F and of the phonon distribution function. 
Thus, finding the characteristic time of thermal expan- 
sion reduces to a determination of the time of relaxation 
of the phonon distribution function, i.e., to a determina- 
tion of the times rpp and 7,. 

To calculate 7, we use the theory of thermal conduc- 
tivity of a which yields in the quasiharmonic ap- 
proximation 

XP.='/~C~U.~T~., (2) 

where x, is the lattice thermal conductivity due to the 
phonon-electron interaction, us is the average phonon 
speed and is assumed equal to the speed of sound, and 
cp is the lattice specific heat per unit volume. 

Direct utilization of relation (2) is made complicated 
by the fact that in the case of metals the thermal conduc- 
tivity is determined principally by the electronic com- 
ponent. In addition, a t  low temperatures, (T< O.10,, 
where 8, is the Debye temperature), it is due to the 
scattering of the electrons by the crystal  defects, and 
the quantity x, is not determined in experiment. Esti- 
mates of x, at low temperatures were based on the 
semi-empirical formula4 

where n, is the number of f ree  electrons per atom, and 
x,, i s  the electron thermal conductivity a t  high temper- 
atures. Since c p a T S  at low temperatures, the relaxa- 
tion time 7, varies like 1/T. 

Equation (2) is generally speaking valid also for a des- 
cription of phonon-phonon interactions, but there a r e  
no published reliable experimental data for a number of 
parameters needed to calculate x,#. At the same time 
there exist unique experiments on Poiseuille flow of 
phonons, in which a value of v, rPp in bismuth was direct- 
ly measured.' If it i s  assumed that the relaxation time 
rPp obtained in this manner is close in order of magni- 
tude to lpp in metals, then we can estimate T,, a t  - 
sec to be T = 4K. With decreasing temperature, rPp in- 
creases  rapidly like I / T . ~ * ~  

We consider now the model of a neutron-pumped y la- 
ser. Following Ref. 2, we choose a working isotope with 
atomic number A = 150, T = sec, hv = 15 keV, and 
f = 0.5, introduced a t  a concentration into a beryl- 
lium matrix whose specific heat a t  T = 4K is cP = 1.3 
X loe5 J/g.K, 8, = 1160 K, x,, = 0.8 W/cm-K, andv, = 10' ' 

~ m / s e c . ~ * ~  calculations by Eqs. (2) and (3) lead to the 
inequality 7, = 10-l2 sec << lPp << 7. This in turn means 
that the beryllium sample manages to  become heated 
within a time on the order of T to a (thermodynamically) 
definite temperature and i t s  volume changes to a cor- 
responding optimal value. The macroscopic heat-con- 
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duction equation is then valid. 

We consider the thermal processes in a thin long 
beryllium rod of diameter d = lW4 cm and length lph 
= 2.5 cm,' placed in a helium thermostat. For  neutron 
pumping of the upper resonant levels, the main heating 
source is absorption of high-energy captured y quanta. 
This source releases heat a t  a density Q = 1.7 x lo8 
W/cm3 (Ref. 2). The approximate solution of the heat- 
conduction equation with allowance for the temperature 
dependence of the specific heat c = aT3 is then 

T ( t )  =[8'+4Qtlap]"', (4) 

where p = 1.84 g/cm3 is the density of the beryllium, and 
8= 4K is the initial temperature. Using the handbook 
data,' we can estimate the coefficient a a t  2 x 10" 
J/g*K4. I t  follows from (4) that a t  the instant t = 0.17 
when the pumping i s  stopped the relative temperature is 
To = 67 K. 

We assume that the pumping is followed by a weak- 
amplification regime, wherein the decay of the excited 
nuclei hardly differs from ordinary spontaneous decay. 
The density function of the thermal sources takes the 
form 

where r, = l/r. The initial heat-release density, due to 
absorption of the resonant y quanta is ,  a t  a conversion 
coefficient a and an excited working-isotope density no, 

The energy contribution of the conversion electrons of 
energy El ,  absorbed from the i-th shell at an absorption 
coefficient g i  i s  

It is easy to show, using the handbook data,g that a t  El - 10 keV the conversion-electron energy is completely 
absorbed by a beryllium rod of diameter -1 pm. The 
results of calculations by formulas (6) and (7) for differ- 
ent values of the conversion coefficient a a r e  listed in 
Table I. When (5) is taken into account, the solution of 
the heat-conduction equation yields the following expres- 
sion for the rod temperature 

The values of T and T, a t  the instant t = 0.57, which 
is close to the time of maximum ampli f i~at ion, '~  a r e  
entered in the table. Estimates of the threshold line 
width r * were taken from the paper of ~ o l ' d a n s k i i  and 
gagan,' and the critical value of T,* is obtained from 
formula (1) with allowance for the temperature depen- 

TABLE I. 
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dence of y(T) = 1.2 X 10-121s~- l  (Ref. 8) a t  T << OD. In 
the case a = 10 the sample temperature exceeds the 
melting temperature of the beryllium (Tmat= 1560K) and 
the procedure of calculating T ,  becomes meaningless. 

We note that solutions (4) and (8) do not contain any 
parameters characterizing heat exchange with the me- 
dium. The reason i s  that the intensity of the heat-re- 
leasing sources is in this case so large that even in heat 
exchange with liquid helium the heat i s  carried away too 
slowly to change noticeably the temperature of the body. 
Indeed, when the temperature differential changes from 
0.4 to 600E, the coefficient of heat transfer 8 of a thin 
rod with d -  cm changes from 0.6 to 1.7 W/cm2 K 
(Ref. l l ) ,  leading to a heat-release intensity 4h (T - @)/ 
d - 106W/cm3 << Q. All that the helium thermostat does 
is maintain the sample temperature low up to the instant 
of the s tar t  of the activation. 

It i s  seen from the table that a t  a> the sample 
heating reaches or exceeds the temperature T "300K 
which is allowable from the point of view of the value of 
f. In addition, T,>> Tf,  therefore the condition for y 
amplfication will not be satisfied. While a decrease of 
a! down to zero  does make i t  possible to maintain the 
sample a t  a temperature of low critical, the thermal ex- 
pansion leads to the condition T ,>> Tf and consequently 
stops the lasing a s  a result of photoabsorption of the en- 
ergy of the resonant y quanta. Generally speaking, the 
heat-release rate can be decreased, but the require- 
ment that the values of no, f ,  and r, in (6) be decreased 
contradicts the requirement that the gain be  increased, . 
and further decrease of the rod diameter o r  of i t s  length 
[see (I), (6), and (?)I i s  useless, since it lowers the en- 
ergy of the y-radiation pulse. We emphasize also that 
the cases a = 0 and a! = l o m 2  a r e  f a r  from realistic, 
since the electron conversion coefficients of MSssbauer 
isotopes range from 0.12 for Ni" to 325 for Tm16'. 

It must be noted, however, that one cannot rule out in 
principle the possibility of avoiding the harmful influ- 
ence of thermal deformations and of heating in general, 
if one succeeds in satisfying the condition 

ZQZP., TPP, (9) 
a t  which the excitation and emission of the nuclei is 
faster than the heating and linear expansion of the sam- 
ple. The condition (9) can be satisfied either by choos- 
ing an isotope with shorter lifetime 7, or by consider- 
ably decreasing the initial temperature a t  which the re- 
laxation times a r e  long. For example, for a beryllium 
matrix the relaxation time increases to 5 X sec a t  
T = K . Unfortunately, this procedure encounters 
many difficulties. First ,  when T is decreased the re- 
quirements with respect to the necessary pumping neu- 
tron fluxes become more stringent, and, second, i t  is 
not easy to obtain and use such low temperatures. We 
note that 

and i t  is therefore necessary to use crystals with a s  low 
values of 8, and v, a s  possible. 

We turn now to a recently proposed scheme of no- 
threshold y amplification in a system of polarized nu- 
clei. vysotskir3 points out the possibility of amplifica- 

tion on one of the frequencies of the nuclear multiplet 
of polarized nuclei if the total density of the excited 
short-lived isotopes i s  lower by 3-5 orders of magni- 
tude than that of the unexcited ones. This makes it pos- 
sible to use a s  the pump the characteristic radiation of 
powerful pulsed x-ray installations3 o r  coherent excita- 
tion by a modulated beam of relativistic electrons.12 

We shall analyze the thermal processes in this model, 
choosing a s  the working element, just a s  in Ref. 3, the 
isotope ~ y ' ~ ' ,  for which c1 = 4.3 X 10m6TS J / ~ . K ,  v S  
" lo5 cm/sec, new 0.1 W/cm .K, 8, = 210 K, and p = 8.5 
g / ~ m ~ . ~ . ~  TO attain the required polarization of the 
ground state of the nuclei, the sample must be cooled to 
a temperature T < 0.01 K. At T < lom3 K we then get from 
(2) and (3) the value T* 2 1.7 X see. The lifetime of 
the working transition of the considered four-level 
scheme i s  T = 8.7 X lO-'sec, i.e., the condition (9) is 
satisfied, so that the influence of the temperature on the 
possibility of lasing can be neglected here. We indicate 
for comparison that if the initial temperature of the 
sample is of the order of 1 K, which corresponds to T, 

- lo-" sec, then a reversal  of inequality sign (9) leads 
to heating of the working medium to a temperature T 
> Tmel, at the following pump parameters: spectral den- 
sity - 10" quanta/sec. cm2. Hz, quantum energy - 100 
keV, spectral width of the characteristic line - 10 eV 
(Ref. 3); p =  16.8 cm-l (Ref. 9), and d =  - cm. 

We can conclude thus, that pumping and y amplifica- 
tion in a system of polarized nuclei is realistic a t  in- 
fralow temperatures a t  which the t imes of the phonon- 
phonon and phonon-electron relaxations exceed the life- 
time of the MSssbauer transition. In this case the pro- 
cesses  of pumping and formation 3f the laser avalanche 
will be more rapid than the heating and thermal expan- 
sion of the working medium of the y laser. 
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A theoretical description is presented of the narrowing of the Doppler contour of spectral lines and of the 
narrowing of the Q branch of the Raman-scattering spectrum of molecules. The description is based on the 
exact properties of the collision integral. This reveals a number of new features of the phenomenon, some of 
which had been observed in experiment and found to have no theoretical explanation. The identity of the 
mathematical formalism used in the investigation of spectral structures of different origin emphasizes the 
common interference origin of the phenomenon. 

PACS numbers: 33.70.Jg, 51.70. + f 

In the overwhelming majority of cases, collisions of 
a molecule with surrounding particles lead to a broad- 
ening of the spectral line. We consider below two 
deviations from this rule: the relatively rarely ob- 
served narrowing of the Doppler line contour by col- 
lisions, which was predicted by Dicke,' and the narrow- 
ing of the Q-branch of Raman scattering of simple 
molecules (see, e.g., Refs. 2-4 and the literature cited 
therein). 

Model solutions were constructed for the theoretical 
description of these It i s  shown in the 
present article that the main qualitative features of the 
line-narrowing effects can be described without invok- 
ing model solutions, within the framework of a theory 
based only on the exact properties of the collision in- 
tegral. In addition to an overall survey of the spectral- 
line narrowing process, this approach reveals new 
features, not contained in the model solutions, of the 
described phenomenon. 

1. NARROWING OF THE DOPPLER CONTOUR OF A 
SPECTRAL LINE BY COLLISIONS 

1. To facilitate the subsequent comparison with ex- 
periment, we consider the specific case  of broadening 
of an isolated vibrational-rotational component of the 
Raman-scattering spectrum of a molecule. With simple 
and obvious change of the coefficients of the right-hand 
sides of the equations, all  the formulas presented be- 
low a r e  equally applicable to ordinary linear o r  two- 
photon absorption. 

The line shape of an isolated vibrational-rotational 
component of the Raman-scattering spectrum of a mole- 
cule is described by the density-matrix element 

p(q=Oj,m,, q=lj,m,, v, t )  =eC"'-"~"p (m,m2v), 

where q is the vibrational quantum number, j i s  the 
rotational number, m i s  the projection of the angular 
momentum on the z axis, and w, and wz a r e  the fre- 
quencies of the incident and scattered waves. The 
matrix elements p(mlmzv) satisfy the equation (see, 
e.g., Ref. 9) 

Here A W  =qZ - w1 +wz,p =pl - R, wlz is the frequency 
of the molecular transition 1 - 2; pl ,, and El ,, a r e  the 
wave vectors and the complex amplitudes of the incident 
and scattered fields, Nmi =ni/(2ji +1) is the equilibrium 
population, m, a r e  the components of the level with 
angular momentum ji, W(v) is  the Maxwellian velocity 
distribution function, (Y,, is the molecule scattering 
tensor, and tZ is  Planck's constant. 

The intensity of the Raman-scattering line is given by 

I (o)  = -2Reioz x Q' (m,m,) jp (m,m,v) dv. (1.2) 
mlmr 

In the case of linear absorption, the transition density 
matrix is  

p(q=Oj,m,, q=lj,m,, v, t)--er"'p(m,m,v), 

where w is the frequency of the absorbed wave, and 
Eq. (1.1) remains unchanged if it is kept in mind that 
in this case Aw = wl, - w, p and E a r e  the wave vector 
and amplitude of the absorbed wave, Q =E . d,l,l ,,z,,, z, 
and d i s  the dipole moment of the transition. Expres- 
sion (1.2) for the intensity likewise remains unchanged. 
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